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ABSTRACT
Wireless LANs are commonplace installations in enterpriseenvi-
ronments. Their ease of use and deployment, however, are ac-
companied by a difficulty in their management and security. Pro-
posed solutions to these problems are based on centralization; in
the control plane through centralized authentication and allocation
of channels and power levels, and in the data plane through time
slotted medium access using centralized scheduling for interfer-
ence mitigation. While centralization of some control plane tasks
has been shown to be feasible, centralization on the data plane is
significantly harder to realize. This is because it needs to take into
account the inherent variability of the wireless medium while of-
fering bounds on delay and jitter on the control paths. In this work,
we present a study of the various problems that arise in centraliza-
tion of the data plane in an enterprise WLAN. We believe that a
pragmatic solution for data plane centralization is the keyapproach
to provisioning an enterprise WLAN consisting of a dense deploy-
ment of APs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless communica-
tion

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interference in WLANs is typically mitigated using two comple-

mentary approaches. First, APs that are likely to cause interference
to each other are configured to operate on different non-interfering
channels. Second, all 802.11-based wireless transmittersoperating
on the same channel use standards-based MAC contention mecha-
nisms, e.g., the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF),to avoid
collisions.

Ideally, if a sufficient number of non-interfering channelsexist,
careful allocation of channels to APs can mitigate most sources of
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RF interference. However, channel allocation may not be sufficient
to alleviate interference in dense AP deployments which arebe-
ing embraced by many commercial vendors, e.g., Aruba Networks,
due to advantages such as the ability to pack more transmissions
per unit space, greater redundancy and resilience to failures, and
lower handoff latencies. As a consequence, the specifics of MAC
contention strategy will continue to play an increasingly important
role in mitigating interference.

In general, two different approaches for channel contention have
been widely used in practice — distributed mechanisms such as
random access and centralized techniques such as scheduledac-
cess. In a random access mechanism, such as DCF, each transmit-
ter picks a random instant of time while contending for the channel
(called its backoff window). The first contender with the smallest
backoff window gets the first right of use and all other contenders
defer until the first contender finishes its communication. Random
access mechanisms tend to be simple and robust in practice — they
do not require significant coordination between competing trans-
mitters. Versions of randomized channel access with betterfairness
properties have also been defined by Nandagopal et. al. [8].

Random access based contention resolution however, can lead to
under-utilization since it usestime to resolve contention. This is
because the medium stays un-utilized until the time instantpicked
by the earliest contender.

In contrast, scheduled access mechanisms aim to construct a
collision-free transmission schedule across different contending wire-
less nodes.

This construction requires greater coordination between compet-
ing wireless transmitters. In general, if the traffic pattern at differ-
ent nodes is regular and predictable, it is possible to pre-compute an
optimal transmission schedule that maximizes any desirable perfor-
mance metric. Under such predictability assumptions, scheduling
based approaches can outperform random access approaches.

Noting these merits of scheduling, multiple prior efforts [10, 8,
5] have designed scheduling strategies that infer and learntraf-
fic patterns along arbitrary single-hop or multi-hop wireless paths.
Given that all potential wireless transmitters are not in communica-
tion range of each other, an explicit goal of such prior work was to
not use any centralized entity for either traffic inferencing or sched-
ule computation.

Examples include work by Vaidya et. al. [10] and Kanodia et.
al. [5] both of which require simple extensions to the 802.11stan-
dards to infer and schedule frames in a distributed manner.

Speculative scheduling for enterprise WLANs: Completely
distributed scheduling techniques for channel contentioncan be
useful in general wireless environments, e.g., ad-hoc networks or
APs in different apartments of a building with no centralized wire-



less management capability. Enterprise WLAN environments, how-
ever, are quite unique — they typically have many APs distributed
over one or more buildings that are centrally managed. This is
why all existing and new enterprise WLAN vendors, e.g., Cisco,
Meru, and Aruba, have moved towards such centralized manage-
ment infrastructures. (Unfortunately given the proprietary nature
of their products, it is unclear how much centralization they incor-
porate into their solutions — control path alone or also datapath.)
In this paper, we describe a general framework for designingeffi-
cient channel access mechanisms for enterprise WLANs that leads
to a more informed use of the wireless medium. Our approach uses
a significant centralized scheduling component, but is augmented
with a limited amount of randomized contention. We call thisap-
proachspeculative scheduling— the speculative component is nec-
essary to handle various delay uncertainties in the wireless medium,
e.g., due to data rate adaptation algorithms implemented locally at
APs, frame re-transmissions, and the need for co-existencewith
other non-enterprise traffic. We note that our approach doesnot
change the behavior of the underlying 802.11 MAC standard.

The channel contention framework presented in this paper has
the following key properties:

Exact knowledge of a significant fraction of traffic: It has
been observed that in typical enterprise WLANs, a significant vol-
ume of the traffic (nearly 80%) is downlink in nature [9]. This
traffic first arrives at an edge router and then gets forwardedto indi-
vidual APs. A controller, implementing the centralized scheduling
function and co-located with the edge router of the WLAN, will
therefore have exact knowledge of this large fraction of theoverall
traffic. It is this exact knowledge of a significant fraction of traffic
that makes our centralized scheduling approach feasible.

Hierarchical decision-making for scheduling: Most of the
scheduling decision is concentrated with the central controller,
which has a global view of the downlink traffic on the WLAN.
In particular, it decides which packets are sent to which AP,and
when. Centralization of these decisions are possible because these
decisions are typically at a millisecond timescale. However, once
a packet is scheduled for transmission from an AP, certain follow-
up actions need to happen at even faster, typically sub-millisecond
timescales. Examples include packet re-transmissions andtrans-
mission rate adaptations due to packet losses, and carrier-sensing
related deferrals for co-existence with uplink and non-enterprise
traffic. These actions are best taken by the AP on its own. AP-
level decisions createa bounded amount of uncertainty at the cen-
tral scheduler that is managed through speculation. Importantly,
feedback from the APs can be used to continually refine the sched-
uler’s global view and mitigate some of this uncertainty in future
decisions. This two-stage hierarchy for managing scheduling is a
critical design choice in our system.

Flexible design of scheduling policy within the enterprise
WLAN: The design of our centralized scheduling framework pro-
vides significant flexibility to WLAN administrators. By imple-
menting specific functions within the central scheduler, anadminis-
trator may choose to optimize their metric of choice, e.g., through-
put, fairness, or some combination of the two. In addition, asingle
central point of control for most of the data traffic allows anadmin-
istrator to effectively implement application-specific prioritization,
say for applications such as Voice-over-WiFi [4].

No change required at 802.11 clients:This property is impor-
tant for practical deployments of enterprise WLANs. In particular,
our proposed solution does not require 802.11 clients to be aware of
the new scheduling techniques or the existence of a central sched-
uler.
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Figure 1: Illustrating gains of centralized scheduling. Arrows
indicate nodes that are in range of each other.

2. CENTRALIZING THE DATA PLANE
In our design, scheduling plays a central role in mitigatinginter-

ference across all APs and clients operating on the same channel.
The scheduler lies on the downlink (i.e. edge router to AP) data
path, observing all traffic between the edge router and the APs.
Note that some slow-time-scale channel allocation algorithm first
assigns each client and AP to a channel chosen from a set of or-
thogonal channels [7, 6]. The scheduler’s role is then to decide, for
each channel, and for each arriving packet destined to a client as-
signed to that channel,whichAP also assigned to that channel and
in range of the client should send that packet, andwhen.Clearly,
these two decisions are coupled.

In this section, we start with a simple example to illustratethe
basic intuition behind centralized scheduling-based channel access.
To keep this example simple, we assume no latency or jitter onthe
wired AP backplane, no data rate adaptation, and an absence of up-
link or non-enterprise traffic. Subsequently, we will provide a more
complete view of our approach by introducing the speculative com-
ponent, that will provide robustness against all such uncertainties in
scheduling.

2.1 Basic centralized scheduling example
In current WLANs, each client associates to a single AP and ex-

changes all traffic with it. However, if we were to allow a client to
associate with more than one AP (using recent techniques, such as
MultiNet [3]), then the centralized scheduling approach can achieve
further performance gains. For example, consider the enterprise
WLAN scenario shown in Figure 1, consisting of four APs (P , Q,
R andS), connected to an Ethernet backbone. APsP andQ are in
interference range of each other. Similarly APsR andS interfere
with each other and cannot be active simultaneously. At the instant
depicted, there are three clients (C1 to C3), with C1 andC3 associ-
ated to their respective in-range APs as shown in the figure. Client
C2, on the other hand is associated to two APs,Q andR. As a
result, the scheduler has greater flexibility in schedulingdownlink
traffic to C2 — when it knows thatQ is in interference range of
another scheduled communication (e.g. duringP -> C1), while R
is not, the scheduler can send an arriving packet forC2 throughR.
If R is similarly conflicted whenQ is not (e.g. duringS -> C3),
the scheduler can chooseQ for downlink communication withC2.
Again, the centralized design of our proposed approach can lead
to better utilization of the channel under the multi-AP association
assumption.
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Figure 2: Conflict graph for topology in Figure 1, and two traf -
fic DAGs corresponding to different schedules. The labels on
DAG edges are not shown.

An edge router on the same Ethernet segment forwards client
traffic from the Internet to the four APs depending on the destina-
tion of the packet (C1 to C3).

Firstly, suppose the edge router queues packets arriving ata par-
ticular instance and immediately forwards them to their respective
APs. In the existing de-centralized WLAN data plane architecture,
the router will forward these packets to the APs in the same se-
quence as shown in Figure 1. Let us assume without loss of general-
ity, that in the basic case, clientC2 is associated to APQ. 802.11’s
DCF mechanism will be used for channel contention, and the APs
will contend for the channel in order to transmit packets 1, 2a, 2b
and 3 to clientsC1, C2, C2 andC3 respectively. Contention may
be resolved either by waiting different time instants priorto channel
access or by resolving a collision through further backoffs.

For simplicity, let us assume that each packet transmission(in-
cluding the link layer acknowledgment) takes one time slot.Then
the best case for DCF (where no collisions occur) will have the fol-
lowing schedule of events:
- Slot 1: Packet 1 - (APP → C1), Packet 3 - (APS → C3)
- Slot 2: Packet 2a- (APQ → C2)
- Slot 3: Packet 2b- (APQ → C2)

That is, the packets require three time slots for successfultrans-
mission of the four packets to the clients.

However, a better schedule of these packet transmissions ispos-
sible in two time slots using the aforementioned multi-ap associa-
tion assumption, as shown in Figure 1. This is possible usingthe
following mechanism. Given that the router now has additional
knowledge that bothQ andR can be used to send data toC2, it can
choose to schedule packets for non-conflicting APsP ,R andQ,S
in parallel. The new transmission schedule for packets would then
be the following:
- Slot 1: Packet 1 - (APP → C1), Packet 2a - (APR → C2)
- Slot 2: Packet 3 - (APS → C3), Packet 2b - (APQ → C2)
The better schedule in this simple example achieves a 33% increase
in throughput. Note that a distributed channel access mechanism
is unaware of such opportunities and in particular, cannot exploit
multi-ap associations like the centralized scheduler. Therefore, it
will not be able to construct the most efficient packet transmis-
sion schedule across the four packets. However, in our centralized
data plane design of an enterprise WLAN,the scheduler, co-located
with the edge router, is in a unique position to observe all downlink
traffic and can, very efficiently, create the optimal two time slot
transmission schedule using the multi-ap association opportunity
for clientC2.

2.2 Sketching a Design
In order to make its scheduling decisions, the scheduler needs to

maintain two important data structures:
A conflict graph: This data structure identifies all pairs of links in
the given enterprise WLAN that interfere with each other. From the
scheduler’s standpoint, vertices in the conflict graph are AP-client

links and an edge between two vertices indicates that the corre-
sponding links cannot be simultaneously active. In reality, how-
ever, a conflict graph may capture other types of conflicts as well,
such as AP-AP and client-client conflicts. This may be represented
in a richer conflict graph such as the ones used in [2]. For clarity,
however, we only consider AP-client links in our discussion. Triv-
ially, there are no edges between vertices assigned to orthogonal
channels.

The conflict graph corresponding to the topology shown in Fig-
ure 1(a) is shown in Figure 2(a). Note that the conflict graph is
traffic-independentand depends only on the (current) topology of
APs and clients in the enterprise WLAN1. As the topology of the
WLAN changes, perhaps due to client mobility or changing char-
acteristics of the wireless environment, the conflict graphchanges
as well. Therefore, to maintain its accuracy, it must be periodically
re-computed.
A downlink traffic DAG : This represents a speculative transmis-
sion schedule for all downlink traffic. Because the data structure
itself is effectively adirected acyclic graph, we refer to it simply as
a DAG. In this data structure, vertices correspond to packets await-
ing transmission. A directed edge from vertexA to vertexB, indi-
cates that packet B is scheduled to be transmitted before packet A
to avoid a potential conflict. Each edgeA → B is labeled with the
time at whichB’s transmission is expected to complete. All pack-
ets with zero out-degree can be scheduled immediately without any
conflict. Any other packet can be scheduled for transmissionno
earlier than the largest label on its outgoing edges.

Figure 2(b) shows the traffic DAG for the four packets that need
to be scheduled to clients for the topology in Figure 1(a). The First-
Come-First-Served (FCFS) schedule, shown on the left, requires
three slots to transmit the four packets. Packets 1 and 3, which
have no outgoing edges, can be scheduled for transmission imme-
diately. Once packet 1 is transmitted (and hence, deleted from the
DAG), packets 2a and the packet 2b can be transmitted in that or-
der. Assuming no re-transmissions, this schedule needs three slots
to transmit the four packets. The schedule, shown to the right,
uses multi-ap association to send packets 2a and 2b in parallel with
transmissions of 1 and 3 and completes the transmissions in just
two slots.

Given the discussion above, it is clear thatany scheduling ap-
proach will consist of: (i) a conflict graph construction andmainte-
nance component — which continuously discovers the (potentially
changing) set of conflicts in the topology, and (ii) a traffic DAG
management component — which computes the scheduling deci-
sion for each downlink packet that arrives on the WLAN and allows
uplink and non-enterprise traffic to co-exist in an efficientmanner.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND CHALLENGES
We are currently in the process of implementing the system out-

lined in the previous section, featuring two tightly-coupled sub-
systems: a conflict graph constructor (in the control plane)and a
centralized scheduler (in the data plane). Both sub-systems run
on acontroller, which is a standard desktop PC. The controller
is connected to 30 custom-built APs using a 100 Mbps Ethernet
switch. Each AP is built from a Soekris 4826 single-board com-
puter node [1] running the 2.6.16.19 Linux kernel, and is equipped
with an Intel 2915ABG mini-PCI wireless adapter. The APs are
deployed on five floors of an academic office building.

1Hence, this structure is somewhat different from the flow con-
tention graph used for traffic scheduling by Nandagopal et. al. [8]
which captures interference between different traffic flows.



Although the centralized scheduling algorithm described in Sec-
tion 2 theoretically illustrates the fundamental advantages of a cen-
tralized data plane, in practice, we have found that severalad-
ditional issues need to be addressed to make it practical andro-
bust. These include: (i) accurate determination of AP-client con-
flict links, (ii) co-existence of our solution with uplink and non-
enterprise traffic, (iii) handling the non-deterministic effects of data
rate adaptation and re-transmission algorithms locally running at
the APs (or by the wireless NICs in the APs), and (iv) reducing, and
dealing with, the latency and jitter on the wired backplane between
the scheduler and the APs. We outline some of our observations
as we currently tackle these issues, both, from a data plane and a
control plane perspective.

In the data plane, we are performing detailed experiments toan-
alyze the impact of the above issues. The following are some of
our preliminary observations:

• In our deployment, we observed a mean delay of500µs and
significant delay-jitter on the wired path from the controller
to an AP. We attribute this to a congested wired backbone.
This emphasizes the need for a very fast dedicated wired
backbone for a practical system that implements centralized
scheduling.

• We found that the delay between the time that an AP receives
a packet on the wired ethernet and sends the packet out on the
wireless card was uniformly distributed between3000µs to
6000µs. We attribute this delay to the network queues at the
device drivers and also the time spent waiting in the driver
for an execution context from the CPU. This problem could
be partially solved using a real-time OS or custom hardware
that can process packet delivery tasks at the highest priority.

In general, the measured delays in our system appear to be an ar-
tifact of using off-the-shelf commodity hardware for implementing
the APs and the Controller. We are currently determining thede-
gree to which careful design and software modifications can allevi-
ate some of these delays, thus reducing dependency on customized
hardware solutions.

For the control plane, we adopt an active measurement [2] ap-
proach for constructing the conflict graph, which is subsequently
used for centralized scheduling. In active measurements, APs per-
form interference experiments with other APs and clients, to dis-
cover conflicts amongst each another. Although these interference
experiments can fairly accurately determine node conflicts, they
have certain constraints that first need to be met. In particular,
they have the following two requirements: i) Tight time synchro-
nization between APs participating in each experiment, andii) A
‘clean’ (or interference-free) environment in which to perform the
experiments. The first requirement is necessary to ensure that all
actions across all participating APs occur at exactly the time in-
stances specified in the experiment [2]. The second requirement
ensures that any random sources of background noise don’t inter-
fere with the outcome of the experiment. Further, we outlinesome
observations made while implementing such a graph construction
framework for centralized scheduling:

• Wired delays observed in the control plane are similar in na-
ture to those observed in the data plane. However, problems
of delay-jitter observed in the data plane are exacerbated in
the control plane, where such variabilities lead to inaccura-
cies in the execution of our interference experiments. This
can be mitigated, in part, by adding sufficient buffer time be-
fore each action in order tomasksuch variabilities during the
execution of an experiment.

• A common design principle for NICs available today is that
radio reception (or energy detection) is performed very ag-
gressively, to accommodate other transmitters in the surround-
ing area. Therefore, at any given state of the NIC’s operation,
the first action that is typically performed is to carrier-sense
the medium. This is problematic because this mechanism
makes it challenging to guarantee that certain actions (e.g.
interference experiment transmissions) take place at exact in-
stances of time, as specified in the experiment (and in par-
ticular, at microsecond level granularity). In practice, other
workarounds may be necessary to enforce such guarantees,
for conflict graph-based interference testing (e.g. tuningthe
radio’s receiver sensitivity threshold).

• In [2], the authors propose using IEEE 802.11 standards-
based mechanisms such as CTS-to-self, to ‘clean’ the envi-
ronment before executing interference experiments. Such a
mechanism can, in part, remove interference from sources
that are IEEE 802.11 compliant, which are also operating in
the same region. In practice, however, we find that many
vendors do not properly implement this mechanism, making
it ineffective for use in our graph construction framework.

From the observations made above, one crucial point stands out:
implementing centralized scheduling on a real system is a challeng-
ing and non-trivial engineering task. While the theoretical gains of
such a system are easier to appreciate, practical implementation re-
quires solving multiple different real-world challenges that are an
artifact of both the software as well as the hardware constraints that
are part of such a system. Addressing such challenges forms part
of our future work.
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